
REDIS ON IBM POWER

Accelerate Business Insights for Real-time
Decision 
Redis Labs and the IBM POWER jointly offer a powerful 
Redis solution over POWER8 servers called the IBM 
NoSQL Data Engine. This revolutionary product runs 
Redis on both RAM and Flash memory used as a RAM 
extension, and works with any Redis client without 

changing the standard Redis API. 

Redis Labs on POWER dramatically cuts down the 
deployment cost of Redis, while maintaining an 
all-in-RAM sub-millisecond latency. IBM POWER8 
servers are equipped with a higher number of virtual 
cores, allowing a higher number of Redis instances to 
be run per server compared to industry standard x86 
servers.

IBM POWER8 with CAPI Flash:

Built for Big Data IBM’s POWER8 processors offer 
�exible and fast execution of Big Data processing. 
POWER8 processors, with up to 8 virtual cores per 
processor provide the extreme horsepower for parallel 
execution of analytics.
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IBM’s innovative CAPI (Coherent Accelerator 
Processor Interface) technology in POWER8 servers 
introduces a new tier of memory and data bandwidth 
for NoSQL databases by attaching up to 67TB of �ash 
memory with up to 133% higher throughput compared 
to standard �ash and without the latency issues of 
traditional storage. POWER8 with CAPI provides a high 
bandwidth, low-latency path between partner 
devices—the POWER8 core and the system’s open 
memory architecture—so customers no longer have to 
choose between “big” or “fast” for their solutions. 

Advantages of using Redis Labs Enterprise 
Cluster and IBM POWER8

Higher number of virtual cores means a higher number 
of Redis instances (shards) can be run on IBM 
POWER8 Linux boxes compared to equivalent Dell 
boxes. With a maximum throughput of 4 Million 
operations/second on a standard IBM POWER8 box, 
compared to 2.4 Million operations/second for the 
equivalent Dell server, the IBM solution delivers a cost 
savings of 50 % for 67% higher throughput when 
running RLEC in RAM. 
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ABOUT CIBER
At Ciber, we provide digital transformation services that will empower your people and drive your business 
forward. Our team of top-tier technologist’s have decades of expertise in IBM systems, with a wide range of skills 
to mitigate risk, ensure peace of mind. Contact us today for a comprehensive consultation to help identify any 
potential issues you may be experiencing or before they start to affect your environment.

The new standard for E2E application response time, under any load

Redis Labs Enterprise Cluster on IBM POWER8 using a combination of RAM and IBM Flash, which is 
optimized for higher throughput than commodity Flash, delivers 200% higher throughput at up to 70% 
lower operational costs.

ADVANTAGES OF USING REDIS LABS ENTERPRISE
CLUSTER AND IBM POWER8 WITH CAPI FLASH 

HIGHLIGHTS
• Highest Performing NoSQL solution: Millions of  
  operations/second at sub millisecond latencies 

• Substantially Lower Costs: Fewer hardware  
  resources than other databases and optimal  
  performance: cost trade-offs with con�gurable ratios  
  of RAM: Flash

• High Availability: Built-in data persistence,  
  rack-aware cross datacenter/region/cloud  
  replication, backup, auto-failover, and disaster  
  recovery

• Enterprise Management and Support: Simple,  
  intuitive UI, API and CLI based management,  
  continuous monitoring of key Redis metrics,  
  automated operation and 24x7 expert support 
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